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Problems in training programs like Water Management 
Premise: Acquiring complex skills requires intensive learner support
1. Teacher-bandwidth problem  delay, skill gaps
2. Constraints (locations, time, # actors) “less rich” learning affordances
3. Current solutions (field trips or practicals)  not sustainable training
So: suboptimal training
Solution: high-quality and sustainable e-cases for Water Management
To achieve goal: Improve study succes and quality of training
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Solution: e-Cases + professionalisation (EMERGO)
- Method for developing e-cases (key characteristic: authentic tasks)
- Components for data entry detailed scenario (development)
-Player for testing (development) and delivery
-Components for case delivery (delivery)
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Aims for SURFfoundation-projects (Dutch)
1. Improve study success and quality training via e-cases
• tackling teacher-bandwidth (peers & embedded/multi-actor support)
• >> flexibility and reusability (case-library, case-templates)
2. Dissemination & professionalisation irt e-cases (idea  delivery) 
• within project team
• at partner level
• beyond project partners
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Examples demonstrators/templates
CSI Heerlen (template logic reasoning and truth detection)
• single-user
• unexpected events
• time constraints
• score (compared to other players)
Limburg canon (template negotiation)
• multi-user
• prosuming
• score (competition)
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Example demonstrator/template
CSI Heerlen (template logic reasoning and truth detection)
• single-user
• unexpected events
• time constraints
• score (compared to other players)
Demo of CSI
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= realistic problem situations, where learners participate as actor and 
constantly are being confronted with the consequences of their actions 
when applying knowledge and skills in finding solutions
Authentic tasks
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= realistic problem situations, where learners participate as actor and 
constantly are being confronted with the consequences of their actions 
when applying knowledge and skills in finding solutions
Authentic tasks in simulated (artificial) environments
www.emergo.cc demonstrators – water management
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Authentic tasks - characteristics (Herrington, Oliver, Reeves, 2002)
• real-world relevance
• ill-defined (learners define subtasks themselves)
• complex tasks (time consuming)
• different perspectives (variety of resources)
• opportunity to collaborate
• opportunity to reflect
• integrated & different subject areas, beyond domain-specific outcomes
• real-world assessment
• competing solutions, diversity of outcomes
Authentic tasks
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Evaluation of e-cases Water Management
Conclusion:
e-cases with EMERGO can tackle the teacher-bandwidth problem
1. Better learning results and more satisfied learners
2. Reduction of teacher support time and less overhead 
3. Flexible – reusable – and easy to maintain
• case library : separation tasks and sources  in different case structures/flow
• case templates (e.g., negotiation, truth gathering, market place)
However:
Comparison  e-case with existing training “tricky” 
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EMERGO methodology & toolkit
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Waddenzee 
(‘running example’)
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First step Design - uses case idea (analysis)
= Collection of standard phrases with tools/sources chronologically
 Input for ingredients scenario (step 2 Design)
Case framework
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Case framework: multi-role flowchart
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Step 2 of Design - uses framework scenario 
For each activity - more detailed description of tools/sources 
example: interview questions NPC
 Input for detail scenario (step 3 of Design)
Ingredients scenario
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Step 3 of Design – uses ingredients scenario
More details for Ingredients - example: complete answers to questions
Graphical representation case flow 
 Input for data-entry(EMERGO-toolkit) & production multimedia assets
Detail scenario
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EMERGO: data entry EMERGO: player
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- Web based production and distribution
- Data entry and player
- Individual and easy to use by authors-teachers (after training)
- Preview option on content + testing
- Scripting: customised learning environment, progress based 
- Scripting: learner support, unexpected events
- Multiple characters (case roles)
- Monitoring learners’ progress (self, by teachers)
- Supports Windows Media and Flash video
- Extendible with components
(e.g.: multi-role, GoogleMaps, Mobile & GPS [R&D], sensors [R&D])
Characteristics EMERGO toolkit
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- Decisionmakers see e-cases as a solution for training-problems (obvious)
- Authors-teachers who want to use e-cases (obvious)
- (preferably) rough casematerial as a start for e-case content
- EMERGO method, -toolkit and player (free available)
- Professionalisation authors/teachers (Website, workshops) 
- Technical infrastructure EMERGO (data entry + player) 
- Multidisciplinairy team (content, pedagogy, audiovisual, technical)
- (preferably) involve learners during case development (and testing)
- Money 
Requirements for e-cases - recommendations
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(generic) Method for case design & development
(generic) extendible Toolkit, (specific) templates (Open Source)
Can improve teacher bandwidth (monitoring and virtual learner guidance)
Web-based distribution
Can reduce production and exploitation costs (increased reusability)
Gaming elements, active learning
Collaboration at a distance
Can improve learning, but…….. 
EMERGO benefits
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Pre-design too much inflexibility at runtime? 
Predominant instruction/pedagogy – less game alike (lack of ‘hard fun’)
Sparse personalisation (too time consuming or technically infeasible)
Sober graphics (streaming video, no 3D)
Multidisciplinary team and training (authoring) needed
Few multi-role e-cases (constraints, some functionality lacking)
Training materials in Dutch 
Few resources for further development of the EMERGO-toolkit
EMERGO drawbacks
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Discussion - ?questions?
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Thank you for your attention …
rob.nadolski@ou.nl
www.emergo.cc
